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Hello, I'am Fullstack Developer 

In my childhood I was interested Learn the area of the informatic, in which I was 

able to learn by self-taught methods. After this, I decided to professionalize my 

interests, entering to study at the AIEP Technical Institute in Programming. and 

then Computer Engineering mention in Security, where I competed in different 

events and related fairs to computer science. 

 

After being in various jobs both dependent, As freelancers, I entered my last 

Development Engineer position at Sellerhub; a spin-off of Conosur Seguros. In it 

supervised, created and managed teams for the development of an application 

multi-platform based mainly on Laravel + JS + Amazon web service. 

 

I consider myself an optimistic, sensible person when making decisions, able to 

work in a team and responsible; over my other abilities. 

I hope to be part of a new challenge, where I can develop my skills and 

knowledge, meeting the company's expectations. 

Teaching and courses 

 Elementary and secondary education: Liceo Miguel Rafael Prado (1996 - 

2010) 

 

 Programming Technician and Computer Engineer with a mention in 

Security: AIEP Institute (2014 - 2019) 

 

 Nodejs Course: Udemy Platform (Teacher: Mauricio Herrera) 

 

 React Course: Udemy Platform (Teacher: Mauricio Herrera) 

 

 Course OS10: Mutual Security (2012) 

 

 

 



Work experience  

Sellerhub (2019 - 2022) 

Development Engineer at Sellerhub (spin-off of Conosur Seguros). 

 

 Creation, management and supervision of teams for the development of a 

multiplatform application based mainly on Laravel + Amazon web service 

and PostgreSql as database administrator. 

 Agile Scrum methodology. 

 External agent supervision (service provider company). 

 Realization of a light model. 

 Blank march, collection of results. 

 Implementation of traffic management programs. 

 Realization of strategies for effectiveness in campaigns. 

 Internal process optimizer for a convenience of connectivity with other 

associated companies. 

 Administration of Webhooks with different Frameworks to link the 

applications. 

 Creation of a second model with another approach based on the extracted 

analyses. 

 Focus on UX/UI with a multidisciplinary team to meet objectives. 

 

Actitud Tecnología (2016 - 2018) 

Front End Developer 

 Consulting company that provided services to various companies in the 

area of technology, Home Center Sodimac being the main one. 

 

 Implementation of various administrative systems for Melt Pizza, 

Codelco, among others. 

 

 Jquery + Bootstrap with JAVA as Backend and SQLServer2014 as 

database administrator. 

 

 

 



 

G4S CCTV + Central de control (2011 - 2015) 

Security officer in a Datacenter where the following functions were performed: 

 

 Investigate the physical vulnerabilities of the site. 

 Personnel management 

 

camera monitoring 

24 hour supervision with the US headquarters 

Reception staff, with intermediate level of English. 

 

 

SKILLS 

BackEnd 

 PHP 5  

 Laravel 

 Cakephp 5 

 NodeJS 5 

 ExpressJs 

 

FrontEnd 

 Javascript 

 Html 

 Css 3 > 

 Sass 

 Scss 

 Photoshop 

 JS ES6 > 

 Angular 

 Vue.JS 

 Jquery 

 Boostraps 3> 

 Material desing 

 css Flexbox 

 css Grid 

 

UX/UI 

based on the latest design trends my developments meet the basic profiles 
usability for users maintenance of concordance and content aligned to 
prototypes. 



Sysadmin 

 maintenance and handling of Linux-based servers 

 Instance control with AWS 

 Management of versioners and Database in AWS 

 Routers and DNS on AWS 

 Through Putty manipulation and configuration of server files based on 

Linux 

 

CEO & Marketing 

 Worked with frameworks for 

accountants and KPIs 

 Webshooks 

 Segment 

 Zapier 

 Campaigns with Facebook 

IDs 

 Campaigns with Google Ads 

 Campaigns with Mailchips 

 Data Management with 

Breadth 

FrameWorks de Lenguajes o CMS 

 Drupal 

 Wordpress 

 Shopify 


